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The solution for state of stress at the apex of a sharp notch has
been with us for about thirty years, thanks to the studies carried
out in the 80’s and 90’s (see e.g. Costabel and Dauge, 1993;
Costabel et al., 1994; Dauge, 1988; Grisvard, 1985, 1992; Leguillon
and Sanchez-Palencia, 1987; Kondrat’ev and Oleinik, 1983; Maz’ya
et al., 1983, 1991), which follow the pioneering work performed
more than half a century ago by Williams (Williams, 1952), and
after whom the solution is, probably generously, often named. It
has proved useful in characterising the elastic stress state as a hin-
terland to a plastic process zone, and has been extensively used in
this context (see e.g. Atzori et al., 2005, 2009; Barber, 2010;
Carpinteri et al., 2006, 2008, 2009, 2010; Dini and Hills, 2004a,b,
2006; Harding et al., 2010; Lazzarin and Filippi, 2006; Leguillon,
2001, 2002; Sinclair, 2004a,b; Susmel and Taylor, 2003). There
have also been numerous extensions to the basic eigensolution it-
self, including determining the characteristics of bonded elastically
dissimilar wedges (Bogy, 1971a; Bogy and Wang, 1971b) and
elastic anisotropy (Ma and Hour, 1989, 1990; Labossiere and Dunn,
1998, 1999; Paggi and Carpinteri, 2008).
Although the elastic analysis has advanced a long way, the
practical use of notch-tip intensity factors as characterizes of crack
nucleation has been less popular (Cornetti et al., 2006, 2010;
Leguillon, 2002), partly, perhaps, because sharp features are
normally avoided in engineering design, but partly, also, because
the characteristic singular solution is not ‘self-similar’. This putsll rights reserved.
fax: +44 (0) 2075947023.the general solution (for an arbitrary notch angle), at a disadvan-
tage compared with the more familiar special case of a 360 notch
(a crack), where both singular eigensolutions have the same
strength (square root singular), and so the crack-tip stress ﬁeld
does not vary with radial coordinate within the domain in which
the singular solution, as a whole, dominates the behaviour. We
contrast this with all other cases, and note the temptation to as-
sume that the ﬁrst (dominant) eigensolution is appropriate as a
quantity to correlate strength. The analysis reported here was
partly prompted by an experimental investigation by Skallerud
and co-workers (Shang et al., 2008, 2009a,b) in which this assump-
tion was made, and provides a rigorous answer to the question of
its appropriateness.
The problem will be tackled in two parts; ﬁrst we look at the
semi-inﬁnite wedge solution itself, and make deductions about
its properties. We will then paste the eigensolution into some sim-
ple ﬁnite problems and make further inferences about the proper-
ties of the process zone. The entire calculation is carried out using a
‘plane’ elasticity solution and, in the application of this solution,
this will normally be interpreted as ‘plane strain’. Thus, the infer-
ences made will be limited to cases where plane strain obtains in
the practical problem: in this context, it should be noted that, in
the case of a straight notch through the thickness of a ﬂat sheet,
this assumption will be restricted to the central section of the
plate, well away from the free faces. Recently, considerable pro-
gress has been made in analyzing problems of this class (see, e.g.
Berto et al., 2011a,b; and the review of the problem by Kotousov,
2010). The last paper shows that the effects of the free surface
may penetrate relatively deeply inwards from the free surface, par-
ticularly if the material displays a strong Poisson effect.
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A general notch, whether in a homogeneous medium or be-
tween dissimilar media, and under a state of plane strain, experi-
ences a state of stress in the form:
rijðr; hÞ ¼ KIrkI1f IijðhÞ þ KIIrkII1f IIij ðhÞ þ bounded terms; ð1Þ
rzz ¼ mðrrr þ rhhÞ; ð2Þ
0 < kI < kII < 1 where m is Poisson’s ratio and the functions f kij ðhÞ are
explicitly known eigenvectors, as are the eigenvalues kk, with
k = I, II. For a homogeneous wedge of internal angle 2a (see
Fig. 1), the problem studied by Williams and here, these quantities
are given in Appendix A. We note that the dimensions of stress
intensity factor Kk are ½FL1kk . To bring out the mode mixity we
may re-write the in-plane stress equation in the form:
rijðr; hÞ
KId
kI1
0
¼ r
d0
 kI1
f IijðhÞ þ
r
d0
 kII1
f IIij ðhÞ; kI – kII; ð3Þ
where there is an inherent length dimension in the equation, d0,
which has been abstracted from the stress intensity ratio and which
we deﬁne by:
d0 ¼ KIIKI


1
kIkII
: ð4Þ
This is a very small step but it is very important and illuminating in
terms of the use and interpretation of the fundamental two-term
solution, because the quantity d0 is seen two have two meanings;
ﬁrst, it is derived directly from the ‘mode mixity’, and the only other
quantities (kI,kII) involved in its deﬁnition are properties of theFig. 1. Schematic of a homogeneous wedge of internal angle 2a: the characteristics
radii and angles corresponding to the plastic front at the semi-inﬁnite sharp notch
root are highlighted.characteristic equation and hence simply the notch angle. But sec-
ondly, it means that an observation point which is much nearer
the notch corner than d0 ‘sees’ a stress ﬁeld which is characteristic
of the dominant (mode I) term, whilst an observation point which is
much further away than d0 experiences a state of stress which is
mode II in character. This representation seems to give the mode I
stress intensity factor the rôle of normalising the magnitude of
the solution, and we may restore symmetry by the small reﬁnement
of writing
rijðr; hÞ
G0
¼ r
d0
 kI1
f IijðhÞ þ
r
d0
 kII1
f IIij ðhÞ; ð5Þ
where
G0 ¼ K
kII1
kIIkI
I K
kI1
kIkII
II : ð6Þ
This emphasizes the quantity do as the determiner mode mixity,
although it has dimensions of length, and G0 as quantity which sim-
ply controls the magnitude of the applied loading, or what wemight
call ‘notch extension force’ by analogy with the corresponding
quantity for a crack, and has the same dimensions as stress. Because
0 < kI < kII < 1 we see that, when r d0 the ﬁrst term dominates the
right hand side, whereas when r d0 the second term controls
behaviour.1 The majority of the rest of this paper is concerned with
illustrating how the alternative choice of parameters (G0,d0) have a
much greater physical relevance than the two obvious parameters
for the semi-inﬁnite solution (KI,KII) precisely because they enable
the question of when the notch root process zone is mode I domi-
nated or mode II dominated to be answered for any speciﬁc practical
problem.
These remarks apply to any stress component, but we can most
usefully consider in detail von Mises’ yield parameter, and hence
look at the implied ‘small scale yielding’ estimate of the notch root
plastic zone. To do this we ﬁnd the second deviatoric invariant
J2 ¼ r2rr þ r2hh þ r2zz  ðrrrrhh þ rhhrzz þ rzzrrrÞ þ 3r2rh; ð7Þ
so that, when scaled in this way, the yield condition is given by
3k2 ¼ J2; ð8Þ
where k is the yield stress in pure shear. Example results of this cal-
culation are shown in Fig. 2, for the case 2a = 270. The contours
shown display the estimated size of the plastic fronts rp(h)/d0, as a
function of the dimensionless load G0/k. They are estimates because
we are employing a wholly elastic solution and checking for viola-
tions of the yield condition, in parallel with the traditional process
used for crack tip analysis. The ﬁgure is drawn with three nested
levels of magniﬁcation, the largest having a ﬁeld of view of side
d0, the intermediate having a ﬁeld of view of side 0.01  d0, and
the highest level of magniﬁcation of side 0.0001  d0. In very
approximate terms the magnitude of normalised load which en-
sures that the plastic zone lies just within the ﬁrst ﬁgure
ðrmaxp =d0K1Þ is G0/k  1 while if the plastic zone is just within the
intermediate magniﬁcation ðrmaxp =d0K0:01Þ then G0/k  0.15, and
at the highest level of magniﬁcation rmaxp =d0K0:0001
 
then G0/
k  0.025. More importantly, at very light loads, the (small) process
zone is very like that of the pure mode I loading form, whilst for
heavier loads it migrates more and more towards the mode II form.
Thus, unlike the crack tip solution, where the process zone is
independent of the applied load but dependent only on the mode
mixity, here the process zone character depends simultaneously
on both the magnitude of the applied load as well as the mixity.
The form of the solution displayed is universal, but admits of an1 Of course, as the distance from the notch root increases, the domination of the
solution by the two singular terms weakens, and bounded terms in the expansion
may become important, in which case ‘small scale yielding’ conditions do not obtain.
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Fig. 2. Contours of the estimated size of the plastic fronts rp(h)/d0, as a function of the dimensionless load G0/k, at three different levels of magniﬁcation for a 2a = 270wedge.
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ble easily to display either the limits KI? 0 or KII? 0, nor kI,
kII? 1/2 (crack solution). It is clear that the mode I solution is a
sensible approximation of the process zone if G0/k[ 0.06, but it
is not easy to see when the mode II solution becomes a more
appropriate approximation; certainly G0/k J 1. In order to sum-
marise the results more concisely the plastic ‘lobes’ were charac-
terised in a different way: a radial line was drawn from the
origin to the maximum extent of the lobe, rp,i (i = 1 for lobe point-
ing outwards and i = 2 for lobe pointing inwards, see Fig. 1), and
the angle that lobe makes with respect to the notch bisector line,
hp,i, Fig. 1. When quantiﬁed in this way, h? ±p/2 corresponds to
mode I loading, whilst h? 0 corresponds to mode II loading. Note,
though, that when lobe 2 moves to a position less than 3p/4 the
notch surface controls the extent of the plastic zone, and this hap-
pens when G0/k J 0.8. Results of these calculations are summa-
rised in Fig. 3. Note that the ve sign is dropped for the angle
subtended by lobe 2. We can see that d0 may be thought of as rep-
resenting the boundary betweenmode I behaviour (which happens
when rmaxp =d0  1) and mode II behaviour (when rmaxp =d 1), andwe may reﬁne our initial estimates of the magnitudes of the load
deﬁning mode I behaviour as when G0/k < 0.1, and the load deﬁn-
ing mode II behaviour as when G0/k > 1.2.
It is clear that lightly loaded notched components experience
mode I loading. As the load is increased the character of the process
zone becomes increasingly mode II in character. However, the
mode II characteristic form may not be reached before conditions
of ‘small scale yielding’ (SSY) are violated, and the question of
whether or not this is a realistic concern cannot be addressed with-
in a semi-inﬁnite model alone. Suppose that the distance from the
notch root to the nearest salient geometric feature is a. The two
dimensionless quantities controlling the characteristics of the
solution are (d0/a,G0/k), and Table 1 shows the important ranges
of these variables, and the way they may be expected to affect
the notch root ﬁeld. If the load is light enough the notch root will
always be mode I in character (because rmaxp  d0 regardless of the
value of a). If the nearest geometric feature is very remote with a
moderate load (so that d0  rmaxp  a) the notch root ﬁeld will be
mode II in character whilst intermediate values of (d0/a,G0/k) are
likely to lead to ﬁelds which are mixed-mode in character. Lastly,
Fig. 3. Plastic ‘‘lobes’’ characteristics: normalised plastic front maximum extents, rp,1/d0 and rp,2/d0 and corresponding angles, hp,1 and hp,1, as a function of the normalised
notch extension force, G0/k for a 2a = 270 wedge.
Table 1
Characteristics of the process zone as implied by the semi-inﬁnite solution as a
function of the two dimensionless quantities controlling the solution, d0/a and G0/k.
G0/k
1 1 >1
d0/a 1 Mode I Mode I Mode II Mode II
1 Mode I ? Not SSY
>1 Mode I Not SSY Not SSY
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scope of small scale yielding.
It is illuminating to see what value of (d0/a), arises in a typical
problem and representative values of the dimensionless load (G0/
k), so we now turn our attention to speciﬁc examples.
3. Application to example problems
3.1. Half-plane edge-notch
The introduction of a physical length against which to scale the
crack tip stress intensity factors enables further aspects of the solu-
tion to be drawn out. We may use dimensionless calibrations of the
notch-tip stress intensity, Ki, in terms of a load, ro, and a local
length scale, a, and write down
Ki ¼ Kiroa1ki i ¼ I; II: ð9Þ
To make this explicit, consider the case of an oblique edge notch of
solid angle 2a = 3p/2 in a half plane, oriented at p/6 to the edge nor-
mal, and of depth a, Fig. 4(a), where ro is the remote tension, for
which
kI ¼ 0:544484; ð10Þ
kII ¼ 0:90853 ð11Þ
and the calibrations, readily found using a commercial ﬁnite ele-
ment programme, areKI ¼ 0:924; ð12Þ
KII ¼ 0:327; ð13Þ
so that
d0
a
¼ 17:33 G0ro ¼ 0:252: ð14Þ
This immediately shows that the transition length between the two
eigensolutions is very much bigger than the notch depth. It follows
that it would be impossible, for this particular geometry, to have
any solution for a process zone which was controlled by the mode
II eigensolution, as it would be impossible for rp d0 whilst simul-
taneously rp a.
It is re-iterated that the concept of ‘small scale yielding’ is not as
clear-cut and unambiguous as it is in the case of a crack. A crack
exhibits one smooth, continuous transition from the self-similar
singular solution to the full ﬁeld solution as the load is increased.
In the case of a notch there is a transition from mode I domination
at low loads to eithermode II domination or directly to the full ﬁeld
solution, depending on the value of d0/a. Note that this is a geom-
etry but not load dependent property. In this example case, as
d0
a
> 1 it means that the effect of the ﬁnite geometry will be ‘felt’
before the transition to mode II character.
3.2. Effect of two sets of load
We have looked at a number of basic geometries, and found
their characteristics, but, for brevity, they are not recorded here.
Many have displayed, qualitatively, the same attributes as the
one just described, i.e. d0/a > 1, so that the question of a mode II
type notch root ﬁeld arising simply does not occur. At the same
time, it is clear that if a symmetrically disposed ﬁnite notch is sub-
ject to pure mode II loading, only a mode II notch root ﬁeld can pos-
sibly occur. So there must be circumstances where the notch may
be coaxed towards a mode II characteristic. For generality consider,
ﬁrst, an oblique edge notch such as that introduced above, but now
with two independent modes of loading; to effect this we shall
(a) (b)
Fig. 4. Schematic of the two example problems: (a) oblique edge notch; (b) a square hole in an inﬁnite plane.
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the crack tip stress intensity factors as
KI ¼ a1kI KrI ro þKsI so
 
; ð15Þ
KII ¼ a1kII KrIIro þKsIIso
 
: ð16Þ
Now,
KII
KI
¼ K
r
IIro þKsIIso
KrI ro þKsI so
akIkII ð17Þ
and so
d0
a
¼ 1
a
KII
KI


1
kIkII ¼ K
r
IIro þKsIIso
KrI ro þKsI so


1
kIkII
: ð18Þ
Similarly,
G0
ro
¼ K
kII1
kIIkI
I K
kI1
kIkII
II
ro
¼ KrI þKsI
so
ro
	 
 kII1
kIIkI
KrII þKsII
so
ro
	 
 kI1
kIkII
; ð19Þ
or, if preferred, we may eliminate the abstract length dimension, d0,
in favour of the actual one, a, so that
rijðr; hÞ
ro
¼ r
a
 kI1
KrI þKsI
so
ro
	 

f IijðhÞ
þ r
a
 kII1
KrII þKsII
so
ro
	 

f IIij ðhÞ: ð20Þ
Let us now look at a speciﬁc example, in this case a square hole,
having a diagonal of length 2a, cut in an inﬁnite plane, Fig. 4(b). A
cylindrical tension, ro, induces only a direct traction along the diag-
onal line, as drawn in the Figure, and hence only mode I loading. On
the other hand, equal and opposite direct remote stresses ro equiv-
alent to imposing a pure remote shear so(=ro), induces only shear-
ing tractions along the diagonal, hence mode II loading only. The
coupling terms KrII ; K
s
I therefore disappear, which renders our illus-
tration simpler, and the use of a commercial ﬁnite element pro-
gramme readily gives the calibration for the stress intensity
factors as
KIakI1
KIIakII1
( )
¼ 0:477 0
0 1:451
	 
 ro
so
 
: ð21Þ
Thereforer
a
¼ r
d0
d0
a
¼ r
d0
1
a
KII
KI


1
kIkII ¼ r
d0
1:451so
0:477ro


2:747
¼ r
d0
0:477ro
1:451so


2:747
¼ 0:0471 r
d0
ro
so
	 
2:747
; ð22Þ
or, specialising r to the plastic radius, rp,
rp
a
¼ 0:0471 rp
d0
ro=k
so=k
	 
2:747
: ð23Þ
Also
G0
ro
¼ K
kII1
kIIkI
I K
kI1
kIkII
II
ro
¼ 0:477½ 
kII1
kIIkI 1:451
so
ro
	 
 kI1
kIkII
¼ 1:919 so
ro
 1:25125
; ð24Þ
or
G0
k
¼ 1:919 so
k
 1:25125 k
ro
 0:2515
: ð25Þ
If we take Eq. (25), and set the value of G0/k to either 0.1 or 1.2, we
locate the boundaries between mode I domination/mixed mode,
and between mixed mode/mode II domination, and these form
the straight boundaries on the logarithmic plot shown in Fig. 5,
where the axes represent the dimensionless cylindrical tension
(ro/k), and shear (so/k). We now turn our attention to the question
of whether the plastic zone falls into the ‘small scale yielding’ re-
gime or not, which we can do from Eq. (23). For any given load
(ro/k,so/k) we ﬁrst ﬁnd the magnitude of the dimensionless notch
extension force (G0/k). We now use this to ﬁnd, from Fig. 3, the max-
imum size of the plastic zone (rp/d0) and, from the ﬁrst of the two
equations we can now ﬁnd the value of (rp/a ). If small scale yielding
requirements are to be satisﬁed this ﬁgure must be sufﬁciently
small, and, in Fig. 5 we have chosen two possible values of this
parameter (viz. rp is 1% or 5% of a) and found the boundaries which
correspond to these assumptions. Lastly, we note that the limit state
condition remote from the hole is readily found from von Mises’ cri-
terion under plane strain and corresponds to:
so
k
 2
þ ð1þ mþ m
2Þ
3
ro
k
 2
¼ 1: ð26Þ
Fig. 5. Map of the mode I, mode mixity and mode II regimes in the r0/k  s0/k space as implied by the semi-inﬁnite solution for the example case in Fig. 4(b). The SSY
thresholds for two values of the ratio rp/a and the limit state transition to fully plastic behaviour are also shown.
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scales has been used simply to make the boundaries between exclu-
sively mode I (or mode II) behaviour and the mixed mode regime
appear as straight lines. In very rough terms the requirement for
the notch root ﬁeld to be pure modeI in character is simply that
(ro/k[ 0.3,so/k[ 0.05). The order of magnitude of these quantities
is not surprising but the important point is that some remote shear
loading of the crack may be tolerated and yet the notch root still be
mode I dominated.
The general form of the boundaries is also what we might intu-
itively expect, but the other important result is that, for practical
purposes, it seems virtually impossible, for this speciﬁc conﬁgura-
tion, for the notch root to be in a characteristic mode II form, and
yet within small scale yielding limits.3.3. The limiting case of the crack problem
In the case of a 360 wedge there is a repeated eigenvalue, with
kI = kII = 1/2, and it will be noted that, when this limit is taken, the
exponents of the terms on the right hand side of Eqs. (4) and (6),
which quantify the magnitude of d0 and G0, become inﬁnitely large.
This corresponds to the change in nature of the solution to
the characteristic differential equation governing the problem;
however,G0
dkI10
! KI and G0
dkII10
! KII LtkI; kII ! 1=2; ð27Þso that the correct relationships for a crack tip are recovered. It is
worth remarking that the semi-inﬁnite form of the solution, where
d0 is the non-dimensionalising length scale, remains well behaved
at very large notch angles, but difﬁculties will arise when this kind
of solution is incorporated into a ﬁnite geometry, because the ratio
d0/a, where a is the smallest characteristic length in the physical
problem, will become either very large or very small depending
on the ratio between the mode I and mode II stress intensity factors.4. Conclusion
The characterisation of the state of stress in the neighbourhood
of the root of a sharp notch is inherently a two-parameter problem
for in-plane loading, and it is shown that a more informative choice
of parameters than the multipliers on the two eigensolutions is one
characterising the magnitude of the loading (G0) and a second
characterising the mode mixity (d0) which here has length dimen-
sions because it also serves to give an indication of the partition be-
tween the two eigensolutions. This permits the semi-inﬁnite notch
root solution to be explored in a useful way and, in particular, the
notch root plastic zones to be estimated and compared with d0. A
framework for using these results to determine whether, in any gi-
ven ﬁnite problem, the notch process zone is mode I, mixed-mode,
mode II and is within the scope of small scale yielding is estab-
lished, and illustrated with simple examples. It is shown that, for
the example notch angle chosen (270) many problems will give
rise to a mode I characteristic.
Extensions of the proposed approach to include the effect of
elastic anisotropy (Labossiere and Dunn, 1998, 1999; Paggi and
Carpinteri, 2008) and the presence of a notch tip radius (Berto
et al., 2009; Dini and Hills, 2004a,b; Picard et al., 2006; Priel
et al., 2008) will constitute the object of further investigations.
The stress characterisation performed by the authors can also aid
the development of predictive tools to assess fatigue strength
and fracture toughness of components in the presence of notches
and complete contacts (see e.g. Cornetti et al., 2006; Leguillon,
2002; Susmel and Taylor, 2008; Taylor, 2008) using nested asymp-
totic techniques.
Appendix A. Williams solution
In the case of a semi-inﬁnite homogeneous wedge the notch an-
gle, 2a, deﬁnes the dominant eigenvalues kI, kII, where the charac-
teristic equations are given by
k sin 2aþ sin 2ak ¼ 0 symmetric;
k sin 2a sin 2ak ¼ 0 anti symmetric
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reveals the following eigenvectors
f IrrðhÞ¼
cos½ðkI1Þacos½ðkIþ1ÞhðkI3ÞðkIþ1Þcos½ðkIþ1Þacos½ðkI1Þh
cos½ðkIþ1Þacos½ðkI1Þa ;
ð28aÞ
f IhhðhÞ ¼
cos½ðkI  1Þa cos½ðkI þ 1Þh  cos½ðkI þ 1Þa cos½ðkI  1Þh
cos½ðkI  1Þa  cos½ðkI þ 1Þa ;
ð28bÞ
f IrhðhÞ ¼
sin½ðkI  1Þa sin½ðkI þ 1Þh  sin½ðkI þ 1Þa sin½ðkI  1Þh
sin½ðkI  1Þa  ðkIþ1ÞðkI1Þ sin½ðkI þ 1Þa
;
ð28cÞ
f IIrrðhÞ¼
sin½ðkII1Þasin½ðkIIþ1ÞhðkII3ÞðkIIþ1Þsin½ðkIIþ1Þasin½ðkII1Þh
sin½ðkII1ÞaðkII1ÞðkIIþ1Þsin½ðkIIþ1Þa
;
ð29aÞ
f IIhhðhÞ ¼
sin½ðkII  1Þa sin½ðkII þ 1Þh  sin½ðkII þ 1Þa sin½ðkII  1Þh
 sin½ðkII  1Þa þ ðkII1ÞðkIIþ1Þ sin½ðkII þ 1Þa
;
ð29bÞ
f IIrhðhÞ ¼
cos½ðkII  1Þa cos½ðkII þ 1Þh  cos½ðkII þ 1Þa cos½ðkII  1Þh
cos½ðkII  1Þa  cos½ðkII þ 1Þa :
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